
Maths for Science

Using your scientific calculator
No one speci!c calculator is recommended for Maths for Science, which
means that readers of the book will be using a wide range of calculators. Each
of these probably has a subtly different way of working, so the book does not
include comprehensive instructions on how to use your calculator. However, at
key points in Maths for Science, where you need to be able to use your
calculator for a speci!c purpose (e.g. entering numbers in scienti!c notation in
Chapter 3, calculating with angles in Chapter 9 or !nding means and standard
deviations in Chapter 11), some guidelines are provided for two speci!c
calculators. These guidelines, combined with the manufacturer’s operating
instructions, should enable you to use your calculator effectively in your study
of Maths for Science. Whenever there is a calculator icon printed in the
margin of the book, you are advised to check that you know how to use your
calculator in an appropriate way.

Before you start, you should check that your calculator performs calculations
in the mathematically correct order. You will learn more about this in Maths
for Science Section 1.4, but for now check the answer that your calculator
gives to the calculation 3 + 2 ! 4. The correct answer is 11. If your calculator
gives the incorrect answer of 20 it does not ‘understand’ the rules and you
should not use it for Maths for Science.

The following list of instructions explains how two speci!c calculators can be
used for a variety of calculations. You are unlikely to understand all these
calculations at the beginning of your studies; you may like to look back at the
list as you work through Maths for Science. If you are !nding your calculator
dif!cult to use then you may like to purchase one of those described below so
that you can use the instructions in this guide. You should not need to spend
more than about £10.

The two calculators are:

. Calculator 1 The Casio fx-85GT PLUS or Casio fx-83GT PLUS

Other recent Casio calculators (e.g. fx-991 and fx-83 ES) are likely to
follow these instructions but you have to be in MATH mode. If ‘Math’ is
not displayed on the top of the screen then press MODE then ‘1’ (to select
COMP) to return to MATH mode.

The arrow keys, such as ‘ ! ’, are part of the ‘REPLAY’ button.

If you would like to !nd out more about using a Casio calculator, then the
following OpenLearn resource, Using a scienti!c calculator (MU123_1),
maybe useful: http://openlearn.open.ac.uk/mod/oucontent/view.php?
id=407242&direct=1. These instructions are written for a Casio fx-83ES
but are compatible with the Casio fx-85GT PLUS or Casio fx-83GT PLUS.

. Calculator 2 Sharp EL-W531 (WriteView)

To follow these instructions you have to be in WriteView mode. If
W-VIEW is not displayed at the top of the screen then press ‘SET UP’
then ‘2’ (to select EDITOR) then ‘0’ (to select W-VIEW).
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The following instructions give the exact key presses you have to make.
When a ‘keystroke’ is preceded by a ‘Shift’ or ‘2nd F’ key then it gives the
‘second function’ of that button which is written above the button.

The pi-button (Chapter 1, Section 1.1.1)
To calculate 2 ! !:

. On Calculator 1 you should press

‘2’ then ‘SHIFT’ then ‘!10x’ then ‘=’ which gives the answer 2 !.
To convert 2 ! to a decimal press ‘S , D’.

. On Calculator 2 you should press

‘2’ then ‘ ! ’ then ‘=’ which gives the answer 2 !.
To convert 2 ! to a decimal press

The answer, on each occasion, should be given as 6.283 185 307.

Working with negative numbers (Chapter 1,
Section 1.1.3)
To calculate 6 + (!8):

. You should press

‘6’ then ‘+’ then ‘(!)’ then ‘8’ then ‘=’

The answer should be given as !2.

Finding a square root (Chapter 1, Section 1.1.3)
To calculate

!!
5

p

3 :

. On Calculator 1 you should press

‘ !p ’ then ‘5’ then ‘ ! ’ then ‘ ÷ ’ then ‘3’ then ‘=’ which gives the
answer

!!
5

p

3

To convert to a decimal press ‘S , D’.
. On Calculator 2 you should press

‘ !!p ’ then ‘5’ then ‘ ! ’ then ‘ ÷ ’ then ‘3’ then ‘ = ’ which gives the
answer

!!
5

p

3

To convert to a decimal press

The answer, on each occasion, should be given as 0.745 355 992.
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Raising a number to a power (Chapter 1,
Section 1.3.1)
To calculate 54

. On Calculator 1 you should press

‘ x ’ then ‘5’ then ‘!’ then ‘4’ then ‘=’
. On Calculator 2 you should press

‘5’ then ‘ yx ’ then ‘4’ then ‘=’

The answer, on each occasion, should be given as 625.

Entering numbers in scientific notation
(Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2)
To enter the number 2.5 ! 1012:

. On Calculator 1 you should press

‘2.5’ then ‘!10x’ then ‘12’ then ‘=’. The answer is given as 2.5!1012

(meaning 2.5 ! 1012).
. On Calculator 2 you should press

‘2.5’ then ‘Exp’ then ‘12’ then ‘=’. The answer is given as 2.5E12
(meaning 2.5 ! 1012).

Converting numbers to scientific notation
(Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2)
Your calculator is set to express everyday sized numbers in decimal notation
but very large and very small numbers in scienti!c notation. Outside the range
of values where scienti!c notation is used you can convert to scienti!c
notation.

To convert 29 000 000 to scienti!c notation:

. On Calculator 1 you should press

‘29000000’ then ‘=’ then ‘SHIFT’ then ‘SETUP’ then ‘7’ (to select SCI)
then a number between 0 and 9 to choose the number of digits you would
like to be displayed. If you press ‘3’, the answer then appears as 2.90!107

(meaning 2.90 ! 107 to 3 signi!cant !gures). When the calculator is set up
to give numbers in scienti!c notation to a !xed number of signi!cant
!gures then a small SCI is displayed at the top of the screen.

To return to non-scienti!c notation press ‘SHIFT’ then ‘SETUP’ then ‘8’
(to select Norm) and then ‘1’ (to select the range of numbers you would
like expressed in scienti!c notation even when everyday numbers are given
in decimal notation.)

. On Calculator 2 you should press

‘29000000’ then ‘=’ then ‘SETUP’ then ‘1’ (to select FSE)’ then ‘1’ (to
select SCI) then a number between 0 and 9 to choose the number of digits
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you would like to be displayed. If you press ‘3’, the answer then appears
as 2.90E07 (meaning 2.90 ! 107 to 3 signi!cant !gures). When the
calculator is set up to give numbers in scienti!c notation to a !xed number
of signi!cant !gures then a small SCI is displayed at the left of the screen.

To return to non-scienti!c notation press then ‘SETUP’ then ‘1’ (to select
FSE)’ then ‘3’ (to select NORM1 which selects the range of numbers you
would like expressed in scienti!c notation even when everyday numbers
are given in decimal notation.)

Calculating in scientific notation (Chapter 3,
Section 3.2.2)
To !nd 1! 108

2! 10"17:

. On Calculator 1 you should press

‘1’ then ‘!10x’ then ‘8’ then ‘ ÷ ’ then ‘2’ then ‘!10x’ then ‘(!)’ then ‘17’
then ‘=’. The answer is given as 5!1024 (meaning 5 ! 1024)

. On Calculator 2 you should press

‘1’ then ‘Exp’ then ‘8’ then ‘ ÷ ’ then ‘2’ then ‘Exp’ then ‘(!)’ then ‘17’
then ‘=’. The answer is given as 5.E24 (meaning 5 ! 1024)

Changing between degree and radian modes
(Chapter 9, Section 9.3.1)
. On Calculator 1 you should press

‘SHIFT’ then ‘SETUP’ then ‘3’ (to select Deg) to select degree mode. You
should press ‘SHIFT’ then ‘SETUP’ then ‘4’ (to select Rad) to select
radian mode. When you are in degree mode a small D appears at the top
of the screen and when you are in radian mode a small R appears at the
top of the screen.

. On Calculator 2 you should press

‘SETUP’ then ‘0’ (to select DRG) then ‘0’ (to select DEG) to select degree
mode. You should press ‘SETUP’ then ‘0’ (to select DRG) then ‘1’ (to
select RAD) to select radian mode. When you are in degree mode a small
DEG appears at the top of the screen and when you are in radian mode a
small RAD appears at the top of the screen.

Calculating with angles (Chapter 9, Section 9.3.1)
To !nd the sine of 30°, you have to ensure that your calculator is in the
correct mode to calculate with angles entered in degrees. Then:

. On calculator 1 you should press

‘sin’ then ‘30’ then ‘)’ then ‘=’
. On calculator 2 you should press

‘sin’ then ‘30’ then ‘=’
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The answer, on each occasion, should be given as 1
2.

To !nd the inverse tangent of 0.75 in radians, you have to ensure that your
calculator is in the correct mode to calculate with angles entered in radians.
Then:

. On calculator 1 you should press

‘SHIFT’ then ‘tan’ then ‘0.75’ then ‘)’ then ‘=’
. On calculator 2 you should press

‘2nd F’ then ‘tan’ then ‘(’ then ‘0.75’ then ‘)’ then ‘=’

The answer, on each occasion, should be given as 0.643 501 108.

Using logarithms (Chapter 10, Section 10.1)
To !nd 104.8:

. On Calculator 1 you should press

‘SHIFT’ then ‘log’ then ‘4.8’ then ‘=’
. On Calculator 2 you should press

‘2nd F’ then ‘log’ then ‘4.8’ then ‘=’

The answer, on each occasion, should be given as 63 095.734 45.

To !nd log10 3.1:

. On Calculator 1 you should press

‘log’ then ‘3.1’ then ‘)’ then ‘=’
. On Calculator 2 you should press

‘log’ then ‘3.1’ then ‘=’

The answer, on each occasion, should be given as 0.491 361 693.

Raising e to a power and finding natural
logarithms (Chapter 10, Section 10.5)
To calculate e3:

. On Calculator 1 you should press

‘SHIFT’ then ‘ln’ then ‘3’ then ‘=’
. On Calculator 2 you should press

‘2nd F’ then ‘ln’ then ‘3’ then ‘=’

The answer, on each occasion, should be given as 20.085 536 92.

To calculate ln 5.3:

. On Calculator 1 you should press

‘ln’ then ‘5.3’ then ‘)’ then ‘=’
. On Calculator 2 you should press

‘ln’ then ‘5.3’ then ‘=’

The answer, on each occasion, should be given as 1.667 706 821.
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Calculating means and standard deviations
(Chapter 11, Sections 11.2.4 and 11.2.7)
To calculate the mean and standard deviation of the set of numbers {8, 6, 9,
12, 10}:

. On Calculator 1 you should press

‘MODE’ then ‘2’ (to select STAT) then ‘1’ (to select 1-VAR) then ‘8’ then
‘=’ then ‘6’ then ‘=’ then ‘9’ then ‘=’ then ‘12’ then ‘=’ then ‘10’ then ‘=’
then ‘AC’. You have now entered the data.

Next you should press ‘SHIFT’ then ‘1’ then ‘4’ (to select Var) which
gives you 4 options:

" press ‘1’ then ‘=’ to display the number of data values entered (n),
" press ‘2’ then ‘=’ to display the mean (!x),
" press ‘3’ then ‘=’ to display the standard deviation (!x)

(Section 11.2.4) or
" press ‘4’ then ‘=’ displays the sample standard deviation (sx)

(Section 11.2.7)

You have to repeat the key presses ‘SHIFT’ then ‘1’ then ‘ 4’ (to select
Var) to select each option.

To switch off statistics mode when you have !nished press ‘MODE’ then
‘1’ (to select COMP) which returns you to MATH mode.

. On Calculator 2 you should press

‘MODE’ then ‘1’(to select STAT) then ‘0’(to select SD) then ‘2nd F’ then
‘MODE’ (to clear any statistics data from earlier entries) then

‘8’ then ‘ ’

then ‘6’ then ‘ ’

then ‘9’ then ‘ ’

then ‘12’ then ‘ ’

then ‘10’ then ‘ ’

then ‘ON/C’. You have now entered the data.

" press ‘ALPHA’ then ‘0’ then ‘=’ to display the number of data
values entered (n),

" press ‘ALPHA’ then ‘4’ then ‘=’ to display the mean (!x),
" press ‘ALPHA’ then ‘6’ then ‘=’ to display the standard deviation

(!x) (Section 11.2.4) or
" pressing ‘ALPHA’ then ‘5’ then ‘=’ displays the sample standard

deviation (sx) (Section 11.2.7).
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To switch off statistics mode when you have !nished press ‘MODE’ then
‘0’ (to select NORMAL) which returns you to WriteView mode.

For the set of numbers {8, 6, 9, 12, 10}, the number of data values should be
5, the mean should be 9, the standard deviation (Section 11.2.4) should be 2
and the sample standard deviation (Section 11.2.7) should be 2.236 067 977.
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